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Care-Free Enjoyment!
Our hot tubs are hassle-free, easy to operate & definitely 
luxurious.

At Sunrise Spas, we are committed to superior craftsmanship and luxury at an affordable price. 
We use the latest innovations to maximize your hot tub experience and minimize your 
maintenance needs.

We understand that a spa for your home is a significant investment, so we've built every one of our 
spas with materials that will last a lifetime. Plus, we've made maintenance and operating easier 
and less expensive, with a proprietary insulation and filtration system.



Classic Collection Features

Safety Features
1 • LED safety light
2  • Easy entry steps 

Ambiance & Entertainment
3 • LED lit deck controls (SX-collection)
4 • Audio-system (optionel)
5 • LED Exterior Ambiance Lighting
6 • LED Interior Lighting
7 • Soothing LED waterfall

Massage & Comfort
8  • Powerful hydrotherapy pumps
9 • Neck collar massage
10  • Comfort pillows
11 • Multi-level seating

Efficiency Features
12 • 9,3 m2 filtration surface
13 • Deluxe keypad & controls
 • Rockwool insulation
 • 13 x 8 cm heat saver cover



Strength and stability 
from the inside out

Every Classic spa starts with a solid foundation. Our polyethylene ABS Capped Bottom Tray seals 
out critters and moisture while sealing in the heat.

Integrated into the ABS Capped Bottom Tray is our galvanized steel frame. Engineered to provide 
the strength and stability required to support over 3200 kg. Unlike wood frames, our galvanized 
steel structure is built to last. Not only is it 10 times stronger than wood, it will not crack, warp or 
rot and unlike wood it will not sustain termites or rodents.

The plastic corners ensure that every frame is assembled easily, quickly and always to factory 
specification.

The third component of our system is the polysteel cabinet system. The polysteel system provides 
superior insulating properties and unprecedented sound blocking characteristics. In addition to 
being completely resistant to rotting, cracking and peeling, our maintenance free cabinet has the 
look and feel of real wood.



Green Guard 
Roxul Insulation

Every Sunrise spa is insulated with our proprietary Green Guard Roxul Insulation.

This method of insulation captures and recirculates the spa's own heat energy throughout the 
interior cabinet, reducing the demand on the heater – saving you money.

Other benefits of our proprietary insulation:

 Won't absorb or retain moisture, like traditional spray foam insulation does,    
 preventing mold and mildew build-up.
  
 Superior noise absorption makes Sunrise hot tubs some of the quietest spas 
 on the market.
  
 Is inorganic and will not provide a food source necessary for bacteria or small    
 animals to consume.

 The Rc-value of this insulation is 8, the same level required when making homes 
 climate neutral.





Spa Equipment 
Superior control by 
Balboa watergroup
An advanced, state of the art spa controller 
provides the ultimate in ease of use, safety and 
reliability for every spa user. The Powerworks™ 
with M7 technology is a revolutionary new 
hardware/software platform that completely 
eliminates mechanical sensor switches and
remote through-wall temperature sensors. 

The M7 platform features two identical solid 
state sensors that mount inside the heater 
manifold. These “Smart Sensors” accurately 
and reliably measure water temperature while 
monitoring critical water conditions without 
the possibility of failure due to mechanical 
switch malfunction.

Titanium heater
The Titanium heater contains no iron and will 
not rust or corrode. The material does not need 
to be coated to protect it against chemicals; 
titanium produces a dioxide film that 
continually migrates to the surface, making it 
withstand scaling and extending the product 
lifetime.

Designed to last 
Technically and functionally superior, your 
Sunrise Spas hot tub has been designed in 
association with medical and engineering 
professionals to deliver years of  
trouble-free enjoyment. 

Every aspect of the spa, from its structure to 
the mechanical operation, is recognized as 
industry leading. Additionally over 300 quality 
control check points are personally inspected 
by in-house engineers to ensure every step of 
the manufacturing process is up to the 
standards our reputation demands.



Aqua Sun Ozone water purification system 
will automatically maintain healthy, crystal 
clear water while greatly reducing chemical 
maintenance. Aquazone is a Corona Discharge 
ozone system that desinfects and cleans your 
spa water.

Designed with two speed motors that have 
four sets of insulated windings for increased 
efficiency and a 56-frame motor for added 
strength, cooler operating temperature and 
longer motor life.

Aqua Sun Ozone*

WaterWay2.2Kw  
Dual Speed Pump

Control Panel
This system comes with a sleek control 
panel. It has an simple, yet extensive menu 
and the intuitive user navigation makes it 
easy to set the spa the way you like. It has a 
large back-lit LCD screen, reading easier than 
ever.

*Optional

Sunrise Spas now puts your spa’s controls in 
the palm of your hand. Simply download the 
free app, sync to your home’s WiFi system and 
enjoy complete control. Preset temperature, set 
filter cycles to save money, or get it ready from 
the comfort of your home before heading out to 
enjoy a relaxing spa experience. 

  

Wireless Connectivity*



Technology
With the unique combination of 
ozone (O3) and UV-C technologies, 
AquaNova is the ultimate 
solution for water sanitation in one 
compact and simple system. 
Providing the water quality and spa 
care one could expect from chlorine/
salt water systems, AquaNova 
has more sanitizing power, better 
reliability, and less hassle,all while 
significantly reducing residual  
chlorine consumption to deliver 
the most advanced sanitation 
potential available.

Innovation
The Patent Pending built-in venturi injector system provides superior water – ozone – uv mixing for 
even greater water quality. It will also save you space, time and money in production costs. Simply 
plumb one tube in and one tube out. No separate injector plumbing required. Built-in fault detection and 
lamp life timer software takes the guesswork out and ensures the system is operating at its optimum.

How it works
The ozone is produced first, and then exposed to UV light. Once exposed to the UV light, the O3 
is converted to hydrogen peroxide, which is further converted to hydroxyl radicals. As an oxidizer, 
hydroxyl radicals have been found to be more potent than hydrogen peroxide or ozone and much 
more powerful than chlorine. This is true synergy in that the whole is greater than the sum of its 
parts. Scientists conducted an experiment to determine if using UV and ozone together results in 
better bacterial reduction than UV or ozone alone. Scientists have found that the amount of UV & 
ozone needed to complete this task was far less when used together, than when used alone.

AquaNova UV + Ozone 
Spa Sanitizer*

Advanced Oxidation
Process (AOP)

*AquaNova optional



Hydrotherapy jets
A variety of jet sizes and internal styles are used in unique seating patterns to achieve superior 
hydrotherapy in individual spa models. Therefore, not every jet described or pictured below is in 
every model. Not all jet internal styles are available in all jet sizes.

To adjust the water volume, simply turn the jet face clockwise to the off position or counter 
clockwise to the maximum position. If you move too hard to maximum you will release the 
internal from the jet body.

Fixed Stream
A steady, non-adjustable 

stream of water.

Neck Jets
100% shut off by using the 
stepped down/up movement 
of the face to move nozzle in/
out

Directional
A steady volume 

adjustable stream of 
water with adjustable 

nozzle direction
Rifled
A volume adjustable 
stream of water 
that gives the 
feel of a rotating 
stream of water 
without moving parts.

Twin Roto
A volume adjustable jet with a fixed 

split nozzle that uses the water flow 
to deliver dual streams of water in a 

rotating pattern.

Massage
A volume adjustable stream of water 
that rotates. The combination of 
the moving inner mechanism and 
front face gives an ever exhanging 
pattern to the massage.



LED Lit Waterfall
Enjoy a relaxing massage while listening to the 

soothing sounds  of the LED lit waterfall.

Lighting

LED exterior 
lighting
Gives atmosphere to 
your garden thanks to 
multi-coloured corner 
lighting.

LED interior 
lighting

Enjoy your favourite 
mix of colour! 

The luminescent 
LED perimeter lights 

create a dramatic 
effect below the 
waters’ surface.

LED Lit controls 
& cupholders*

The luminescent LED lit deck 
controls create a dramatic 

effect paired with the LED lit 
cupholders.

*Optional





100% polyester, polyurethane backed to stop absorbtion of water

Inhibits the growth of mildew and mold

It is not only lighter and stronger than standard Vinyl, it also has a higher consumer 
appeal

Using recyclable materials makes this cover environmentally superior

Audio Entertainment*

Enjoy an unprecedented amount of choice when it 
comes to entertainment. With millions of songs to 
choose from, you can easily stream them through 
the Bluetooth connection without relying on any 
additional hardware! Pick some mood music or 
easily personalize a family member’s favourite 
station or playlist while you relax in the hot tub, 
and enjoy an immersive musical experience!

‘Simply sync         
   and enjoy’

Subwoofer

Music is not complete without the feel. With the 
powerful subwoofer, integrated directly into your 
spas structure, sound will resonate through the 
spa, so you don’t only hear but also feel your 
music.

Music to your ears

Weathershield Cover

Fully Integrated Speakers

Four fully integrated speakers provide crisp clear 
fidelity for your listening enjoyment, the placement 
of these speakers ensures a surround sound 
experience.

*Optional



Classic Collection 670S

Features
• 18 Two-Tone Hydrotherapy Jets
• Two-Tone Air Controls
• LED Multi-Colour Safety Light
• LED Illuminated Waterfall
• Black 13 x 8 cm Tapered Thermal  

Weathershield Cover 

Equipment
• User Friendly, Long Lasting Balboa Controls
• One 2.2Kw Dual Speed Jet Pump
• 3Kw Heating System
• 2 x 50 SQ FT Filtration System

Structure
• ABS Capped Bottom Tray
• Galvanized SureSteel Support Structure
• Polysteel Exterior Cabinetry
• GreenGuard Roxul Insulation 

Optional features 
• Deluxe Acrylic Colour Upgrade 
• Wi-Fi module
• AquaNova water treatment system
• Bluetooth Audio system 
• Factory Installed Ozone generator 

2 adults,
with 

lounge

152 x 203 
x 74 cm

256 kg
(empty 
weight)

701 
Litres



Classic Collection 770S

Features
•  26 Two-Tone Hydrotherapy Jets
•  Two-Tone Air Controls
•  LED Multi-Colour Safety Light
•  LED Interior Lighting
•  LED Illuminated Waterfall
•  Exterior Ambiance Lighting
•  Black 13 x 8 cm Tapered Thermal  

 Weathershield Cover 

Equipment
• User Friendly, Long Lasting Balboa Controls
• One 2.2Kw Dual Speed Jet Pump
• 3Kw Heating System
• 2 x 50 SQ FT Filtration System

Structure
• ABS Capped Bottom Tray
• Galvanized SureSteel Support Structure
• Polysteel Exterior Cabinetry
• GreenGuard Roxul Insulation 

Optional features 
• Deluxe Acrylic Colour Upgrade 
• Wi-Fi module
• AquaNova water treatment system
• Bluetooth Audio system
• Factory Installed Ozone generator 

5 adults,
with 

lounge

198 x 198 
x 91cm

349 kg
(empty 
weight)

1.200 
Litres



Classic Collection 780S

Features
• 26 Two-Tone Hydrotherapy Jets
• Two-Tone Air Controls
• LED Multi-Colour Safety Light
• LED Interior Lighting
• LED Illuminated Waterfall
• Exterior Ambiance Lighting
• Black 13 x 8 cm Tapered Thermal  

Weathershield Cover 

Equipment
• User Friendly, Long Lasting Balboa Controls
• One 2.2Kw Dual Speed Jet Pump
• 3Kw Heating System
• 2 x 50 SQ FT Filtration System

Structure
• ABS Capped Bottom Tray
• Galvanized SureSteel Support Structure
• Polysteel Exterior Cabinetry
• GreenGuard Roxul Insulation 

Optional features 
• Deluxe Acrylic Colour Upgrade 
• Wi-Fi module
• AquaNova water treatment system
• Bluetooth Audio system 
• Factory Installed Ozone generator 

 

6 adults,
no lounge

198 x 198 
x 91 cm

349 kg
(empty 
weight)

1.268
Litres



Classic Collection 870S

Features
• 50 Two-Tone Hydrotherapy Jets
• Two-Tone Air Controls
• LED Multi-Colour Safety Light
• LED Interior Lighting
• LED Illuminated Waterfall
• Exterior Ambiance Lighting
• Black 13 x 8 cm Tapered Thermal  

Weathershield Cover 

Equipment
• User Friendly, Long Lasting Balboa Controls
• Two 2.2Kw Dual Speed Jet Pumps
• 3Kw Heating System 
• 2 x 50 SQ FT Filtration System

Structure
• ABS Capped Bottom Tray
• Galvanized SureSteel Support Structure
• Polysteel Exterior Cabinetry
• GreenGuard Roxul Insulation 

Optional features 
• Deluxe Acrylic Colour Upgrade 
• Wi-Fi module
• AquaNova water treatment system
• Bluetooth Audio system
• Factory Installed Ozone generator
• Stainless Steel jets*
• AquaNova standard factory installed*
• LED-Lighted deck controls 

6 adults,
with 

lounge

213 x 213  
x 91 cm

425 kg
(empty 
weight)

1.484 
Litres

*Included in the SX-option upgrade 



Classic Collection 880S

Features
• 49 Two-Tone Hydrotherapy Jets
• Two-Tone Air Controls
• LED Multi-Colour Safety Light
• LED Interior Lighting
• LED Illuminated Waterfall
• Exterior Ambiance Lighting
• Black 13 x 8 cm Tapered Thermal  

Weathershield Cover 

Equipment
• User Friendly, Long Lasting Balboa Controls
• Two 2.2Kw Dual Speed Jet Pumps
• 3Kw Heating System 
• 2 x 50 SQ FT Filtration System

Structure
• ABS Capped Bottom Tray
• Galvanized SureSteel Support Structure
• Polysteel Exterior Cabinetry
• GreenGuard Roxul Insulation 

Optional features 
• Deluxe Acrylic Colour Upgrade 
• Wi-Fi module
• AquaNova water treatment system
• Bluetooth Audio system
• Factory Installed Ozone generator
• Stainless Steel jets*
• AquaNova standard factory installed*
• LED-Lighted deck controls 

6 adults,
no lounge

213 x 213 
x 91 cm

425 kg
(empty 
weight)

1.416
Litres

*Included in the SX-option upgrade 



Classic Collection 970S

Features
• 52 Two-Tone Hydrotherapy Jets
• Two-Tone Air Controls
• LED Multi-Colour Safety Light
• LED Interior Lighting
• LED Illuminated Waterfall
• Exterior Ambiance Lighting
• Black 13 x 8 cm Tapered Thermal  

Weathershield Cover 

Equipment
• User Friendly, Long Lasting Balboa Controls
• Two 2.2Kw Dual Speed Jet Pumps
• 3Kw Heating System
• 2 x 50 SQ FT Filtration System

Structure
• ABS Capped Bottom Tray
• Galvanized SureSteel Support Structure
• Polysteel Exterior Cabinetry
• GreenGuard Roxul Insulation 

Optional features 
• Deluxe Acrylic Colour Upgrade 
• Wi-Fi module
• AquaNova water treatment system
• Bluetooth Audio system
• Factory Installed Ozone generator
• Stainless Steel jets*
• AquaNova standard factory installed*
• LED-Lighted deck controls 

6 adults,
with 

lounge

229 x 239  
x 91 cm

492 kg
(empty 
weight)

1.722 
Litres

*Included in the SX-option upgrade 



Classic Collection 980S

Features
• 61 Two-Tone Hydrotherapy Jets
• Two-Tone Air Controls
• LED Multi-Colour Safety Light
• LED Waterline Lighting
• LED Illuminated Waterfall
• LED Exterior Lighting with Deluxe Corners
• Black 13 x 8 cm Tapered Thermal  

Weathershield Cover 

Equipment
• User Friendly, Long Lasting Balboa Controls
• Two 2.2Kw Dual Speed Jet Pumps
• 3Kw Heating System
• 2 x 50 SQ FT Filtration System

Structure
• ABS Capped Bottom Tray
• Galvanized SureSteel Support Structure
• Polysteel Exterior Cabinetry
• GreenGuard Roxul Insulation 

Optional features 
• Deluxe Acrylic Colour Upgrade 
• Wi-Fi module
• AquaNova water treatment system
• Bluetooth Audio system
• Factory Installed Ozone generator
• Stainless Steel jets*
• AquaNova standard factory installed*
• LED-Lighted deck controls 

7 adults,
no lounge

229 x 239 
x 91 cm

492 kg
(empty 
weight)

1.753
Litres

*Included in the SX-option upgrade 



Cabinet colours
Sunrise Spas Polysteel Exterior Cabinetry is a state 
of the art wood-alternative material that has the 
look and feel of natural wood without the 
maintenance. The material is impact resistant, 
impervious to weather or insect damage and will 
never splinter, crack or rot. The attractive exterior 
locks in heat and seals out cold air - providing a 
beautiful look and feel.

Black Espresso Grey

Acrylic Options
Every Sunrise Spas hot tub has an attractive interior finish made from continuous cast 
acrylic, brought to you by the renowned manufacturers of Lucite® and Perspex® acrylic 
sheet. This is superior to Ethelyene, ‘soft plastic’ surfaces. The hard, non-porous surface 
resists stains, fading, scratches and chemical abuse. With the look of granite, pearl or 
metalescence, the extremely rugged and durable finish offers beauty and peace of mind.

COLOURS

CameoSterling Marble

Mayan Copper Glacier Mountain Whispering Winds

Tuscan Sun Storm Clouds Midnight Canyon

Standard Deluxe



www.sunrise-spa.eu
In cooperation with Interhiva BV


